I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamical heterogeneity is a prominent feature of chemical reactions in cell. In gene expression of prokaryotic cell, for instance, transcription is suppressed when the promoter site of DNA is occupied by a repressor, while the transcription is enhanced when the repressor is dissociated from DNA. Dynamics of the DNA state can therefore be modeled by the transition between "on" and "off" states. The number of protein molecules in a cell, on the other hand, ranges from 10 0 to 10 3 , and hence stochastic dynamics of protein synthesis and degradation can be described as the Brownian movement along one-dimensional coordinate representing the protein number. When these two different dynamical fluctuations are coupled to each other, a variety of different phenomena are expected to emerge depending on the precise way of coupling.
Sasai and Wolynes 1 pointed out that this coupling resembles interactions between a spin and surrounding atoms in condensed matter, and in such spin-boson problems of condensed matter, difference or similarity in speed of change of constituents has significant effects on dynamics of the whole system. Also in problems of gene expression, difference or similarity in rates of heterogeneous chemical processes should have important influence on the whole cell behavior.
In most of hitherto developed theoretical treatments, difficulty of heterogeneous dynamics in gene expression has been dealt with by assuming that the rate of the DNA state change is fast enough. In such approximate treatments, the fluctuating DNA state has been replaced with the equilibriated state by neglecting the explicit dynamics of DNA state alteration [2] [3] [4] . Borrowing the wording from condensed matter physics, this treatment should be called the "adiabatic" approximation. Actual cells, however, may not be in this strong adiabatic limit 5 but resides in weakly adiabatic or nonadiabatic cases. In eukaryotes the DNA state alters much more slowly than in prokaryotes, so that nonadiabaticity is even more important.
As theoretical analyses have shown that the switching rate 6, 7 and the oscillatory performance 8 of gene circuits are decisively affected by the nonadiabatic effects, explicit nonadiabatic fluctuation of the DNA state should profoundly affect dynamics of gene expression. Dynamics of gene expression has been experimentally analyzed by monitoring the protein level 2, 9 , measuring the two-time correlation of the protein number fluctuation 10, 11 and by the single-molecule measurement of expressed protein 12 and mRNA 5 . With such progress in experiment, it is now becoming possible to examine effects of nonadiabaticity on single-cell dynamics. It is thus necessary to develop a systematic theoretical method which is comparable with experiments.
Two-time correlation functions of the following type are statistical dynamical 2 quantities which can be examined both in theory and experiment;
where A μ (t) can be the number of protein molecules, the number of mRNA molecules, or the DNA state at time t in each cell, and <…> is average over cell lineages in experiment or trajectories in simulation. Quantities which are closely related to C are response functions,
where θ(t−t') is a step function of θ(t−t') = 1 for t ≥ t' and θ(t−t') = 0 for t < t'. R μν (t,t') represents response of the system at time t to a pulse-like perturbation denoted by H ν which was added to the system during a short period between t' and t'+Δt. H ν can be a modulation of the protein synthesis rate or other modulations in rate constants as will be discussed later. When Eq.1 or Eq.2 is applied to the experimental data, <…> should include both the average over the intrinsic fluctuations coming from the smallness of numbers of molecules involved in gene circuits and the average over the extrinsic fluctuations coming from cell growth and division 10, 13 . In this paper we focus only on the intrinsic fluctuations, which should have different relaxation time from the extrinsic fluctuations and are hence separable from the contribution of extrinsic fluctuations in the data of time sequence 10 . We expect that the characteristic dynamical features of the gene circuit are reflected in the quantitative functional forms of C and R. C and R or other related quantities have been calculated for molecular systems exhibiting the linear dynamics 14 . In gene circuit, however, dynamics is intrinsically nonlinear because synthesized proteins work as repressors or transcriptional factors to affect the DNA state, and the DNA state in turn determines the rate of protein synthesis.
Thus, a transparent theoretical method is necessary to be developed to clarify the effects of nonadiabaticity in nonlinear single-cell dynamics of gene expression. As a first step toward this goal, we take a circuit of self-regulating gene as a simplest example 15 . Figure 1 Model of a self-regulating gene. Dimer of the product protein works as a repressor, constituting a negative feedback loop.
II. MODEL
A model of the gene circuit is shown in Fig.1 . A dimer of expressed protein binds as a repressor to the promoter region with the rate hn(n-1) and is dissociated from DNA with the rate f, where n is the number of protein molecules dissociated from DNA. We refer to the DNA state suppressed by repressor as the off state (α = 0) and the DNA state without the bound repressor as the on state (α = 1). As in previous theoretical treatment 1, 3, [16] [17] , degrees of freedom of mRNA are neglected and transcription and translation are described as one step. We assume that N b molecules of protein are synthesized in a burst with the rate g α with g 1 > g 0 . Synthesized protein molecules are degraded with the rate kn. Then, the master equation to describe kinetics of Fig.1 is
where P(n,t) = (P 1 (n,t), P 0 (n,t)) t , and P α (n,t) is the probability that the number of protein molecules dissociated from DNA is n at time t when the DNA state is α. and N b = 10 as was estimated in a single-molecule measurment 12 . We assume δX = 0.998X ad , which corresponds to g 0 /g 1 = 10 −3 , allowing small probability of leakage in protein synthesis in the DNA off state.
In the adiabatic limit of ω ad >>1, the DNA state undergoes on-off transitions so frequently that only the averaged probability of the on or off state does matter. Since the averaged probability can smoothly respond to the change in protein number, the gene
circuit of the present model should behave smoothly and stably. In this stable response, both the noise intensity and the relaxation time should be reduced by the negative feedback regulation in the circuit 2, 15 . We may refer to this stable behavior as normal adiabatic behavior. When adiabaticity is not strong, however, different behaviors are In the following part of the paper, we develop a dynamical mean-field theory to confirm the existence of expected static and dynamical anomalies in this model and to answer questions on parameter regions these anomalies take place and on whether there is a symptom of these anomalies in the weakly adiabatic regime of ω ad ≈1.
III. MEAN-FIELD THEORY OF SINGLE-CELL DYNAMICS
A transparent way to treat the master equation (3) 
has all the information of the system at time t and can be used as a generating function for 21 . We should note )
is normalized as .
By using and a spinor "Hamiltonian" Ω , Eq.3 is written as . The factor 1/k can be absorbed by scaling time as kt→t, leading to
. Ω is a non-Hermitian operator,
. (4) We introduce external fields, J μ and H μ , and write 
We define the generating function,
, where T expresses the operation of time-ordering product. Then, single or multiple-time expectation values can be calculated as
for t 1 > t > t' > t 0 . Z can be written in a path-integral form as
where c, c*, , and 
where is the probability that the DNA state is on in this approximation Here, we do not take this approximation but take account of effects beyond this the mean-field approximation in Eq.6 agree semi-quantitatively with the MC results: Fig.2 . 
B. Correlation and response functions
Single-cell dynamics can be analyzed through C and R. When the system fluctuates around the stationary state under the condition of t > t' >> t 0 , C and R should depend 
on t−t' as C(t−t') and R(t−t').
The numerical MC results can also be fitted by either of these two functions.
In Fig.3 , it is shown that C and R can be practically fitted by a single exponential 
Functional form of C(t-t') and examples of C(t-t'), R(t-t') and MC trajectories. In top two figures, functional form of C(t-t')
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It is a challenging problem to investigate the possible physical meaning of thus defined effective temperature in gene circuits 24 . We here calculate by using Eq.9
as a definition of for the circuit of a self-regulating gene. In 
Notice that c and c* or α ψ and Eq.15 is Eq. 7 in Section III
